BRAND STORY
- Our passion
Made By Hand is a Danish design brand
with a passion for craftmanship and
timeless refined products – offering a sense
of harmony and comfort to everyday life.
At Made By Hand, we are inspired by many
Scandinavian craft traditions and styles
- an array of opportunities to develop
authentic and durable design products.
All Made By Hand design products are
manufactured by local craftspeople
in Denmark and abroad. We celebrate
the local cultural experience and
expertise for designing and crafting
products by hand.

KNIT-WIT
- An old craft made modern
The Knit-Wit lamp is designed by Danish
design studio ISKOS-BERLIN. Though knitting
is an old craft, it hasn’t yet been exploited
for modern design lamps, and this was the
fundamental aspiration for Made By Hand.

Aleksej Iskos and Boris Berlin

The knitted materiality of the Knit-Wit lamp
distributes light through the yarn’s pattern,
making each lamp distinctive and decorative. The Knit-Wit family of lamps with their
basic shape, warmth and lightness, range of
sizes and wide color palette can easily and
naturally find their place in any interior – from
private houses to public spaces.

AUTHENTIC CRAFTMANSHIP
- THIS IS OUR COMMITMENT

MADE IN DENMARK

- More at
www.madebyhand.dk

KW45

KW60

KWH65

FLAME RETARDENT
POLYESTER
- Materials matter
- More at
www.madebyhand.dk

Our Knit-Wit lamps are made
on modern knitting machines in
collaboration with a pioneering
Austrian family company sharing
our passion for the expertise and
creativity in craftmanship. The
knitting used for Knit-Wit lamps is
100% PES flameretardent, which
fulfills DIN 4102-1B1. This is the
highest standard available.

Silver Ø45cm

MACHINE
KNITTING
- Versatile and sustainable

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Though knitting is an old craft, it
has not yet been exploited for
modern design lamps. With
today’s advances in technology,
knitting is becoming one of the
most sustainable and versatile
methods of textile production.

- Please remember
Thank you for buying a Made
By Hand product! The materials
and surfaces has been chosen to
withstand daily use. This means
a damp cloth is sufficient to keep
the appearance long lasting.

Knitting is also a very progressive
technology that allows for the
creation of complicated 3D shapes
without any cut-offs and sewing;
in fact, there is no waste of yarn
at all.

KNIT-WIT SERIES
- Sizes colours and material.
The Knit-Wit lamp is available
i 3 different sizes (Ø45, Ø60,
Ø65) and with a choice of
aluminum or black ring.
The knitted outer mesh comes
in a selection of 4 styles (Silver,
Burgundy, Heather Green and
Light Pink), made of 2 coloured
threads giving the special
character to the lamp.

Burgundy High Ø65cm

